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KINDLY INVITE TO EXPLORE MIGRATION RESEARCH AT MIPAS
RESEARCH ON THE MIPAS WEBSITE
On the website of MIPAS you can ﬁnd column of informa on about national and international research of
migration, asylum and integration related issues, as well as good practices.
We introduce the research carried out in the framework of the project "InterCap"
The results of the study carried out in the frame of the project “Developing capacities together: European
CSO-university networks for global learning on migration, security and sustainable development in an
interdependent world” (InterCap):
“The Executive Summary of Audit on migration for stakeholders and decision makers” covers 13
national/regional reports on migration, sustainability and development education to EU level analysis on
Agenda 2030, Sustainable Development Goals and other relevant documents that reﬂects asylum,
migration and migrant integration processes.
The Executive Summary is available to download here
“Transnational report on migration, sustainability and development education” – the compiled report
encompasses 13 national reports, the EU audit report, a transnational audit report and an executive
summary for decision makers. Each partner realised national reports, comprising a state of the art
research (literature review) and ﬁeld work (focus groups and / or expert interviews).
The transnational report is available to download here
More information about the project "InterCap" is available on the website

NEWS FROM LITHUANIA
Key indicators of migration on the ﬁrst half of 2018 in the Republic of Lithuania
The Migration department published preliminary key indicators of migration of the ﬁrst half of 2018 in the
Republic of Lithuania.
On the 1st of July 54 393 foreigners lived in Lithuania, it is 15,4 more than last year. The share of foreigners
among all population of Lithuania constituted 1,94 per cent (1,67 per cent in 2017).
More information here
Amendments of the Law on Legal Status of Aliens
st

On the 1 of July 2018 the amendments of the Law on Legal Status of Aliens came into the force. The
amendments foresee more favorable conditions for third country nationals who arrive to and live in the
country on the purpose to conduct research or study, to participate in a traineeship or voluntary service at
the EU and other EU Member States recognized voluntary service programs.
More information here
www.mipas.lt
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HUMAN TRAFICKING
LITHUANIA IS AMONG THE COUNTRIES THAT PUT THE GREATEST EFFORTS TO COMBAT TRAFFICKING IN
HUMAN BEINGS
Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Lithuania informs that according to the U.S. Department of
State “Traﬃcking in Persons Report 2018” Lithuania is one of the countries that puts the greatest eﬀorts to
combat traﬃcking in human beings and assigned to the most advanced countries in the ﬁeld.
Although the government meets the minimum standards, a lack of victim protection during the
investigation and trial process and a lack of knowledge within relevant agencies in recognizing
indicators of child traﬃcking remained.
"Traﬃcking in Persons Report 2018" is available here
LITHUANIAN COMMUNITIES ABROAD IS INVITED TO MAKE A CONTRIBUTION TO THE PREVENTION OF
TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS
Ministry of the Interior announces a tender for projects aimed at preventing traﬃcking in human beings
in Lithuanian communities abroad. It aims to raise awareness among communities about traﬃcking in
human beings, the forms of this crime, the dangers and threats, the rights of the victims and the
assistance provided to them.
More information about the tender is available here
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